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This invention relates to fuel injection pumps
of the kind having a reciprocating piston that is
angularly adjustable in its cylinder to regulate
the quantity of fuel delivered. The invention has
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for its principal object to provide a simple, eco
nomical, compact and easy operable arrangement
for angularly adjusting the reciprocating piston.
The invention consists in the piston turning ar
rangement and in the construction, combinations

and arrangements of parts hereinafter described
and claimed.

In the accompanying drawing, which forms

part of this specification and wherein like sym
bols refer to like parts wherever they occur.

Fig. 1 is a vertical central section through a
cylinder of a fuel injection pump provided with

a piston turning mechanism embodying my in

the piston and has an inclined or helical upper
edge whereby the effective delivery stroke of the
piston may be regulated by turning the piston in
its cylinder to vary the point in the delivery
stroke of the piston in which the overflow port 6
is placed in communication with said pressure
space through the grooves 7 and 8. By this
arrangement, delivery of the fuel begins as soon
as the piston on its way up covers the ports 5a.
and 6a and ends as soon as the helical upper
edge of the annular groove 7 in the piston opens
the overflow or by-pass port 6a and relieves the
preSSure in the space above the piston.
The mechanism for rotatably adjusting the re
ciprocating piston, to vary the point in which
the helical edge of the annular groove 7 in the
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piston opens the overflow port, comprises axially

alined upper and lower driving and driven sleeves
vention,
9 and 20 mounted on the lower end portions of
Figs. 2, 3 and 4 are horizontal sections on the the
and piston 8, respectively, and a
lines 2-2, 3-3 and 4-4, respectively, in Fig. rackcylinder
bar 2 mounted in a horizontal sideway in
1; and
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary section, similar to Fig. the pump housing and cooperating with a gear

1, showing a modified arrangement for securing
the driven sleeve to the piston.
In the accompanying drawing, my invention
is shown embodied in a fuel injection pump
comprising a housing f. provided with a vertical
bore 2 having an enlarged lower end portion 2a.
adapted to slidably receive a tappet sleeve or cup
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22 formed on the upper end of said upper or driv
rotatably mounted on the lower end of the cyl

20

ing sleeve. The upper or driving sleeve f is
inder; and the lower or driven sleeve 20 has
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a rigid connection with the lower end of the pis
tOn comprising a Square or flatsided portion 23
On the piston that fits a similarly shaped open
in the lower sleeve and a pin 24 that extends 30
engaged at its lower end by a cam or tappet ing
30 4 on a cam shaft 5 located in a chamber 6 in transversely through said lower sleeve and the
the bottom of Said housing. A pump cylinder 7, squared portion of said piston. The driving
connection between the driving sleeve 9 and the
which contains a piston or plunger 8, has an en driven
sleeve 20 preferably comprises upwardly
larged collar portion 9 that is held down on an
extending tongues 25 on the driven sleeve that fit 35
annular seat to provided therefor in the upper within
downwardly opening notches 26 provided
35 portion of the bore by means of a cylindrical
in the driving sleeve, thereby permitting
shell threaded into the upper end of said therefor
relative axial movement of the two sleeves but
bore.
A spring-loaded fuel discharge or outlet valve preventing relative rotary movement thereof,
Surrounding the driving and driven sleeves 9 40
2 is mounted on the upper end of the pump and
20 is a helical spring 27 that serves to retract
40 cylinder 7; and a fuel delivery pipe or line 3
the piston 8 and to hold the driving sleeve up
is secured to the upper end of the shell f by wardly
in the enlarged portion 2a of the vertical
means of a cap nut 4 threaded thereon. Inlet
in the pump housing. The tappet cup 3
and overflow passageways 5 and 6, respectively, bore
are located in the pump housing On Opposite sides Surrounds the driven sleeve 20 but is spaced 45
45 of the cylinder . The inlet passageway 5 is therefrom far enough to accommodate the spring
supplied with liquid fuel by the usual feed pump 27. A washer 28 surrounds and supports the
driving sleeve 9 below the gear 22 thereon and
(not shown) and communicates with an inlet port is
against the underside of an annular shoul
5a in the wall of said cylinder. The overflow or derheld
29 provided therefor in said bore by means of 50
by-pass
passageway
6
communicates
with
an
50 overflow port 6a in said cylinder opposite the in the Spring 27. The piston is provided below the
bottom of the lower or driven sleeve 20 with an
let port 5a.
The piston 8 is provided with an annular groove annular groove 30; and a C-washer 3 is mounted
T that communicates through a longitudinal pe on the lower end of said piston with its laterally 55
55

ripheral groove 8 with the pressure space above opening notch 32 loosely fitting in said annular

